
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 7, pp. 492 { 498 c 2012 October 10Bound states induced by a ferromagnetic delta-layer insertedinto a three-dimensional topological insulatorV.N.Men'shov1), V.V.Tugushev, E.V.Chulkov+National Research Centre \Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, RussiaTomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia+Departamento de Fisica de Materiales, Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas, UPV/EHU and Centro de Fisica de Materiales CFM-MPC,Centro Mixto CSIC-UPV/EHU, Apdo. 1072, 20080 San Sebasti�an, Basque Country, SpainSubmitted 17 August 2012We report on theoretical study of the bound electron states induced by a ferromagnetic delta-layer embed-ded into a narrow-band-gap semiconductor of the Bi2Se3-type which is a three-dimensional topological insulatorwith large spin-orbit coupling. We make use of an e�ective Hamiltonian taking into account the inverted bandstructure of the semiconductor host at the � point and describe the properties of the in-gap bound states:energy spectrum, characteristic length and spin polarization. We highlight a role of these states for a magneticproximity e�ect in digital magnetic heterostructures based on the Bi2Se3-type semiconductors.1. Introduction. Since the discovery of three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators (TIs), interplaybetween topological order and magnetism has been con-sidered as one of the �eld of paramount importance[1, 2]. When time-reversal symmetry is broken, topolog-ical surface states are expected to exhibit a wide rangeof exotic spin phenomena (for example, quantized anom-alous Hall e�ect) [3{5] which are potentially useful forspintronic applications [6]. The spontaneous symmetrybreaking in the system can be realized by the dopingwith magnetic ions to induce magnetism in the bulk oron the surface of TI [7{9], or by a heterostructure de-sign wherein exchange �eld is induced at the TI surfaceby the quantum proximity to a ferromagnetic (FM) ma-terial [9, 10]. However, there is one more way to createmagnetization in TI, which is still out of the activity �eldof both experimentalists and theorists. Keeping in mindthe fact that the modern molecular beam epitaxy tech-nology makes it possible to prepare digital magnetic het-erostructures (DMHs) in which mono- (submono)-layersof transition metals, embedded into the semiconductorTI host, form the so-called FM delta-layers (� layers)[11]. In this work, we explore theoretically how the elec-tron and spin densities of a 3D TI host are a�ected byan inserted FM � layer.A common manner to introduce ferromagnetism intoTI is the doping with transition metal impurities, justas that has been succeeded in diluted magnetic semi-conductors (DMSs) [12]. The thin �lms of TI DMSSb2�xCrxTe3 [13] and Sb2�xVxTe3 [14] display robust,out-of-plane FM order with the Curie temperature in-1)e-mail: vnmenshov@mail.ru

creasing almost linearly with the content of 3d impu-rity, so that the highest Curie temperatures are 190Kin a Sb1:41Cr0:59Te3 �lm and 177K in a Sb1:65V0:35Te3�lm. Just recently, Salman et al. [15] have found thateven at Fe doping levels as low as 5 percent, the full vol-ume of Bi2�xFexSe3 becomes magnetic at a relativelyhigh temperature of � 250K.As it is well known, DMSs are characterized by astrong disorder in the distribution of the magnetic metalatoms in the host; as a result, the large content of 3ddopant in the TI DMSs inuences their band structureso that topological order may be lost due to a strongexchange scattering. In contrast, it is generally thoughtthat, in the epitaxial growth process of the Bi2Se3-typebased DMHs, the di�usion smearing and roughness ofthe FM � layers are restricted within a relevant quin-tuple. At the same time, the FM order in the layers,enriched in 3d transition metal (Cr, V, Fe) atoms andembedded into the TI host (Sb2Te3, Bi2Se3), could man-ifest itself at the temperatures well above a room tem-perature.Below we consider the model of a single FM � layerembedded into the 3D TI host of the Bi2Se3-type semi-conductor with an inverted band gap, described on thebasis of the k � p Hamiltonian [16]. Strictly speaking,the very assumption that the FM order exists inside the� layer is not evident [17], but in our model, this or-der promoted by strong correlations of electron statesat the transition metal ions is merely postulated. Theinuence of the FM � layer on the electron states ofthe TI host is described by means of an e�ective one-dimensional potential, which includes both a potential(spin-independent) and an exchange (spin-dependent)492 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



Bound states induced by a ferromagnetic delta-layer inserted : : : 493contribution. We argue that the FM � layer induces thequasi-2D bound electron states residing inside a TI hostgap. Within the framework of a continual approach, westudy these states to determine their energy spectrum,spin polarization, space shape, and characteristic length�. In this letter we concentrate only on the key aspectsof the phenomenon omitting many cumbersome calcula-tion details.2. Model Hamiltonian.We begin considering themodel k � p Hamiltonian for materials of the Bi2Se3-family [16]:Hh = Z dr +(r)E(k�p)(�ir) (r); (1)where  (r) is the smooth envelope function in the spinorbasis (j+; "i; j�; "i; j+; #i; j�; #i) of the four low-lyingstates at the � point with k = 0. The signs \�" denotethe even and odd parity states, respectively, and the ar-rows #" indicate the spin projections. In the Bi2Se3-typematerial, these four states originate from the bondingcombinations of Bi P1z-orbitals and anti-bonding com-binations of Se P2z-orbitals. The important symmetriesof the system are time-reversal symmetry T , inversionsymmetry I and three-fold rotation symmetry C3 alongthe z-axis. Keeping only the terms up to quadratic or-der in the wave vector k, Zhang et al. constructed thefollowing generic form of the 4�4 e�ective Hamiltonian[16]: E(k�p)(k) = "0(k)I4�4 + �(k)�z�0 ++ Ak�x(kx�x + ky�y) +Azkz�z�z ; (2)with �(k) = � � Bk(k2x + k2y) � Bzk2z ; I4�4 is an unitmatrix, �0;x;y;z and �0;x;y;z denote the Pauli matricesin the spin and orbital space, respectively. An impor-tant feature is that the orbitals j+; " (#)i and j�; " (#)iat the � point have the opposite parities, so that theo�-diagonal terms are linear in kx;y and kz. The sim-ple model (1), (2) captures remarkable features of theband structure, especially, under the condition �, Bz ,Bk > 0, the inverted order of the terms j+; " (#)i andj�; " (#)i near k = 0 (as compared with large k), whichcorrectly characterizes the topologically non-trivial na-ture of the system due to the strong spin orbit coupling.In what follows, for simplicity we assume "0(k) = 0 andBz = Bk = B and Az = Ak = A. Then the disper-sion of the bulk bands is given by ! = �!0(k) with!0(k) = p�2(k) +A2k2, k2 = k2x + k2y + k2z . We re-strict ourselves to the case of \camelback" shaped bands(2B� > A2) when the band gap gets the minimal magni-tude Eg = 2
 at the nonzero wave-vector k = k0, wherek0 = p2B��A2p2B , 
 = !0(k0) = Ap4B��A22B .

The model Hamiltonian (1), (2) is de�ned on thewhole space of the host. Although the k � p approach isan e�cient tool for the small-momentum realm ka� 1(a is the lattice constant), it cannot provide adequateinformation on the wave-function behavior in the vicin-ity of the atomically sharp FM � layer where large mo-menta are highly important. The embedding of the FM� layer drastically perturbs the electron density and de-forms the crystal lattice of the host. In fact, the inter-nal electron properties of the TI host near the FM �layer may signi�cantly di�er from those at the periph-ery of this layer. Therefore, assuming the FM � layerto be located at z = 0 and retaining a 2D periodic-ity along the (x; y) plane, we introduce the HamiltonianH� = a R dr +(r)Y (z) (r) of the FM � layer perturb-ing the electron states of the TI host. In principle, thee�ective spin-dependent potential Y (z) = '(z) + U(z)contains components with di�erent spatial scales. Thelong-range component '(z) caused by the charge redis-tribution around the � layer induces the energy bandbending deep into the TI host (really, on the scale oftens of nanometers in the Bi2Se3-type non-degeneratesemiconductors). The scale of the short-range compo-nent U(z) is of the order of the � layer thickness andmay reach several angstroms in the advanced selectivedoping technologies. For simplicity, we include the long-range component '(z) into the renormalization of thechemical potential of the system, while the short-rangecomponent U(z) is treated as a single plane defect de-scribed in the phenomenological way by means of a spin-dependent contact potential U(z) = U�(z), whereU = (V �0 +��z)�0 + (v�0 + ��z)�z : (3)The matrix elements V , v and �, � are related to theprocesses of potential and exchange scattering, respec-tively. For the sake of simplicity, we neglect the inter-band scattering processes and imply that the magneti-zation of the FM � layer is directed along the normal toits plane.One can intuitively interpret the physical meaningof the matrix elements of the potential (3). The termsV and v are responsible, respectively, for the symmetricand antisymmetric local shifts (around the middle of thegap ! = 0) of the valence and conduction bands due toCoulomb potential of the � layer. On the other hand, theterms � and � involve, respectively, the symmetric andantisymmetric local spin splitting of the valence and con-duction bands produced by an exchange �eld of the FM� layer. The quantity and sign of the matrix elementsdepend, in a complicated manner, on many factors: thesort and concentration of impurity atoms composing the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



494 V.N.Men'shov, V.V.Tugushev, E.V.Chulkov� layer; which of the sub-lattices, Bi or Se, is substitutedwith impurity atoms; etc.The in-gap bound states of the Hamiltonian H == Hh+H� (1){(3) can be characterized by the envelopefunction  (�; z) that depends on the longitudinal two-dimensional wave-vector � = (kx; ky) (in a plane geom-etry, the wave-vector � is a good quantum number) andexponentially decays in the directions perpendicular tothe � layers as  (�; z) � exp[�jzj=�(�)], at jzj � �(�),where �(�) is a decay length.Within the continual approach, it is quite relevantto make use a variational treatment for the energy func-tional Ff +;  g = Hh+ R dr +(r)[U�(z)�E] (r) thatis de�ned on the whole space,  (r) belongs to the setof continuous functions, E is the Lagrange multiplier.Varying functional Ff +;  g with respect to the func-tion  + (�F=� + = 0) yields the Schr�odinger equationfor the TI host at z 6= 0,E(k�p)(�;�i@=@z) (�; z) = E(�) (�; z); (4)and imposes the constraint condition at the � layer,B�0�z " @ (�; z)@z ����z=0+ � @ (�; z)@z �����z=0�# == U (�; z)��z=0: (5)It is not di�cult to see that Eqs. (4), (5) are satis�ed byeither an even function  (s)(�; z) =  (s)(�;�z) (sym-metric bound state) or an odd function  (A)(�; z) == � (A)(�;�z) (antisymmetric bound state). The evenfunction has a discontinuity in the �rst derivative at thepoint z = 0 proportional to the potential strength, whilethe odd function and its �rst derivative are continuousat z = 0. Hence it follows that the energy spectrum andspace distribution of the symmetric bound state mustdirectly depend on the spin and orbital structure andthe strength of the e�ective potential of the � layer. Onthe other hand, the antisymmetric bound state is insen-sitive to the details of the e�ective potential; in essence,this potential just �xes the zero point of the envelopefunction at the � layer so that  (A)(�; 0) = 0.3. Symmetric bound states at the � FM layer.In Ref. [18], within a single-band model, the formalismof an e�ective potential has been applied to qualitativelyexplain the e�ect of induced spin polarization in topo-logically trivial semiconductor with an inserted FM �layer. It has been shown that charge and spin densi-ties in the semiconductor host are strongly perturbeddue to the e�ective potential of the � layer that leads toappearance of the bound states which reside inside thebulk semiconductor gap. In Ref. [18] these states were

called \con�nement states" since they are spatially con-�ned near the � layer. Here, we generalize the formalismof Ref. [18] to study the in-gap bound states induced bythe � layer embedded into the inverted band gap semi-conductor host described by the Hamiltonian Hh (1),(2). Having de�ned the Green's function of the bulkHamiltonianHh (1), (2) as 0G (!) = [!�Hh]�1, one canstraightforwardly write the single-particle Green's func-tion for the Hamiltonian H = Hh + H� (1){(3) in themomentum representationG(k;k0;!) = (2�)3�(k� k0) 0G (k;!)++(2�)2�(�� �0) 0G (k;!)T (�;!) 0G(k0;!); (6)where T (�;!) = U [1� 0G (�;!)U ]�1 is the full t matrixfor the scattering of electrons on the plane defect poten-tial (3), 0G (�;!) � 0G (�; z = 0;!) = R adkz2� 0G (k;!),�(k) is a delta-function. The poles of the t matrix de-termine the sub-band spectrum ! = !(s)i (�) of the sym-metric bound (con�nement) state induced by the � layer.After some algebra one can obtain the set of equationsdescribing the spectrum for the various parameters ofthe potential (3):[1� V1g1(�;!)][1� V2g2(�;!)]��V1V2f1(�;!)f2(�;!) = 0;[1� V3g1(�;!)][1� V4g2(�;!)]��V3V4f1(�;!)f2(�;!) = 0; (7)V1;2 = V ��� v + �; V3;4 = V ��� v � �;g1;2(�;!) = �a4B�+(�;!) "1� �(�)� !p!20(�)� !2# ;f1;2(�;!) = �a4B�+(�;!) Ak�p!20(�)� !2 ; (8)where ��(�;!) = qp!20(�)� !2 �B(�2 � k20)=p2B,!0(�) = p�2(�) +A2�2, �(�) = � � B�2: Equations(7), (8) are invariant under the simultaneous permuta-tions ! $ �! and [V +��(v+�)]$ �[V ���(v��)].At the � point (� = 0), Eqs. (7) are decoupled toform four independent equations corresponding to spin-polarized bound states of electrons and holes. The en-ergy position of the sub-band edge !(s)i (0) = !(s)i (� == 0), i = 1; 2, 3, 4 depends on the strength Vi. Giventhe parameters V , �, v, �, in the general case, thestrength Vi takes four di�erent values. As illustratedin Fig. 1, for any magnitude and sign of Vi there al-ways exists a single bound state !(s)i (0). If Vi > 0�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The energy edge of the in-gap bound state as the function of the e�ective potential strength of the � layerin the regime 2B� > A2 (for concreteness (A2=B�) = 1) for four di�erent partial situations. The variables are measured inthe dimensionless units: ~!i = !(s)i (0)=
 and eVi = aVi=p2B�. According to Eq. (8), the letter i indicates the con�nementmode !(s)i (0) induced by the potential strength Vi. Each mode is depicted by own color: 1 { black; 2 { red; 3 { blue; 4 { green.In the situations V 6= 0, v = 0, � = 0, � = 0 and V = 0, v = 0, � 6= 0, � = 0, where !(s)1 (0) = !(s)3 (0) and !(s)2 (0) = !(s)4 (0),the black and red curves merge with the blue and green curves, respectively(Vi < 0) the corresponding sub-band edge is placedinside the negative (positive) region of the band gap,�
 < !(s)i (0) < 0 (0 < !(s)i (0) < 
). Notice that!(s)i (0jVi) 6= �!(s)i (0j � Vi) at �nite value of Vi. Re-markably, under the inuence of the e�ective potentialterms V or �, the relevant con�nement state remainsdouble degenerate.
Omitting detailed derivation, we present the spatialbehavior of the envelop function corresponding to i-thcon�nement mode in the form: (s)i (�; z) � f�(�) cos[��(�; !(s)i (�))z]++�(�) sin[��(�; !(s)i (�))jzj]g exp[��+(�; !(s)i (�))jzj];(9)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



496 V.N.Men'shov, V.V.Tugushev, E.V.Chulkovwhere �(�) and �(�) are coe�cients. Thus, in theregime 2B� > A2, the function  (s)i (�; z) away fromthe � layer shows an exponential decay accompanied byan oscillation.If the scattering is weak enough, (aVi=2Bk0)2 � 1,the � layer creates the bound states, the sub-bands!(s)i (�) of which are slightly split o� from the band edgesof the host,
� j!(s)i (0)j = 1[�(s)i ]2 �1 + �
� ; �(s)i = 2BA �2Bk0ajVij � ;(10)where the corresponding localization lengths �(s)i == [�+(!(s)i )]�1 are very long in comparison with thecharacteristic length �(A) = 2B=A.Under the stipulation of the strong scattering on the� layer, when (aVi=A)2 � 1, it is not di�cult to oneobtains analytical solutions of Eqs. (7), (8) in the form:!(s)1;2(�) = ��(�)(eV �11 + eV �12 )��q�2(�)(eV �11 � eV �12 )2 +A2�2; (11)!(s)3;4(�) = ��(�)(eV �13 + eV �14 )��q�2(�)(eV �13 � eV �14 )2 +A2�2;where eVi = aVi=A is the dimensionless strength. Theseexpressions are valid at !2 < 
2 and, correspondingly,� . 
=A. One can see from Eq. (11), the symmetricbound states acquire the spectrum of the massive Diracfermions, the energy shift and gap of which are pro-portional to �(V � �) and j� � vj, respectively. It isworth noting that if the e�ective potential (3) containseither only the matrix elements V and �, i.e., V 6= 0,� 6= 0, and v = � = 0, these states are double de-generate, !(s)1 (�) = !(s)3 (�), !(s)2 (�) = !(s)4 (�); oth-erwise, there are four branches of the � layer inducedspin-polarized modes. This conclusion remains valid atany magnitude of Vi. Figure 2 demonstrates the spec-trum of the bound modes !(s)i (�) in the partial situ-ation V = � = 0 (when the con�nement bands arenot shifted) for two values of the scattering parameterv and at the �xed value of the exchange parameter �.In the limit of the in�nite strength (av=A)2 ! 1, thespectrum of the bound states takes the perfect conicalshape !(s)(�) = �A� (the straight lines in Fig. 2). If(aVi=A)2 � 1 and V = � = 0, the decay length of thecon�nement mode with the spin projection � = � isgiven by �(s)� (�) = �(A) h1 + 2B�(�)a2(v+��)2 i.4. Anti-symmetric bound states at the FM� layer. The state with the envelope function of the

Fig. 2. (Color online) The energy spectrum of the con�ne-ment states !(s)i (kk) in the situation V = 0, v 6= 0, � 6= 0,� = 0 for e� = 0:5, ~v = 1:0, and ~v = 3:0 (dashed curves),where e� = a�=p2B�, ~v = av=p2B�. The variables aremeasured in the dimensionless units: ~!i = !(s)i (0)=
 and~k = �=k0. The curves are marked by the correspondingmode indices i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The linear dependence repre-sents the spectrum of the odd state !(A)i (�)form  (0)(�; z) � sin[(z + �)p(
=A)2 � �2] exp(�jz ++ �j=�(A)) and the Dirac spectrum !(A)(�) = �A�is obtained with the Hamiltonian (1), (2) for the bulkTI. The state decay length �(A) = 2B=A depends onthe material parameters of the bulk TI, while the spacephase � is arbitrary. To obtain the envelope function ofthe topological surface state, Shan et al. [19] imposedthe so-called open boundary condition  (�; z = 0) = 0at the boundary of the TI-half-space with vacuum atz = 0. In the context of our task, to satisfy Eq. (5)at the � layer, we choose the function  (0)(�; z) withthe phase � = 0, then the expression for the spa-tial distribution of the antisymmetric state is given by (A)(�; z) � sin[zp(
=A)2 � �2] exp(�jzj=�(A)). Theappearance of the in-gap antisymmetric bound statewith the odd envelope function  (A)(�; z) and the Diracspectrum !(A)(�) = �A� means that the TI host losestopological invariant(s) at z = 0 due to the strong andlocal perturbation of type (3) caused by the � layer em-bedded into the host. The state  (A)(�; z) is pinned upby the � layer, but it is unaltered in form of both the en-velope function and the spectrum. In this sense one cansay that the state  (A)(�; z) is topologically protectedsimilar to the topological surface state [1, 2].Conclusion. Thus, we argue that in DMHs,wherein the � layers are inserted into the TI host,there can appear two distinct types of the in-gap bound�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



Bound states induced by a ferromagnetic delta-layer inserted : : : 497states: the symmetric,  (s)(�; z), and antisymmetric, (A)(�; z), states. The origin of the symmetric statesin DMHs is in one-to-one correspondence with the ori-gin of the convenient con�nement states of carriers atinterfaces or (sub)monolayers insertions in traditionalsemiconductor layered structures [17, 18]. Of course,the inverted band structure of the host inuences thefeatures of the symmetric state, in particular, the factthat it exists under any magnitude and sign of the po-tential related to the � layer. The antisymmetric stateis a close analogue of the topological surface state at-tributed to the Z2 invariant of TI [1, 2]. It emerges nearthe � layer, where the topological invariance is locallydestroyed, and, in this manner, the antisymmetric staterepresents the hallmark of topological properties of thehost material.Having elucidated the peculiar features of the boundstates induced by the � layer, we propose the design con-cept of a spintronic device based on the magnetic prox-imity e�ect in DMHs. Let us imagine a setup consistingof a semi-in�nite semiconductor-TI host (e.g., Bi2Te3,Bi2Sb3, Sb2Te3) and a metal (e.g., Mn, Fe, Cr) { richFM � layer inserted parallel to the free surface of thehost at the distance l from the surface. We assumethat in such the system there exist four symmetric states (s)i (�; z) associated with the gapped sub-bands !(s)i (�)and two states possessing the linear energy-momentumrelation !(A)(�) = �A� at small �, namely, the an-tisymmetric state  (A)(�; z) and the topological free-surface state  (T )(�; z). For the sake of simplicity,we suppose the situation V = � = 0 and jvj > j�j,the energy spectrum of which is shown in Fig. 2. TheFermi level � is assumed to lie within the band gapof the TI host. The electrons (holes) that populatethe Dirac cones are free to move in the plane paral-lel to the � layer and the TI surface, but are stronglycon�ned in the direction perpendicular to them, form-ing 2D helical fermion gas. Due to the �nite size ef-fect [20], the tunneling between the antisymmetric bulkstate  (A)(�; z) and the surface state  (T )(�; z) opensan energy gap �h in the Dirac spectrum at the � point.The magnitude of the tunneling gap for (Al=2B) � 1can be estimated as �h � (A2=B) exp(�Al=2B) [19].Assuming for certainty that the Fermi level lies abovezero, � > 0, and intersects at least one of two con�ne-ment sub-bands with opposite spin polarizations � = �(the circumstance in which we are most interested),!(s)1 (�) = !(s)+ (�), !(s)3 (�) = !(s)� (�), the carriers ofthe partially occupied states are polarized on the scale�(s)� (�) and the magnetization (i.e. short-range spinorder) m(z) � P�;� j (s)� (�; z)j2h(� � !(s)� (�)] appears

about the FM � layer, where h(!) is the Heavisidefunction. The asymptotic behaviour of the magneti-zation, m(z) � exp(�2jzj=�(s)), is determined by thecon�nement mode with smallest binding energy, �(s) �� max(
 � j!(s)� (0)j)�1. We would like to emphasizethat, as seen in Fig. 2, the energy of electron (hole)excitation from any con�nement sub-band to the bulkconduction (valence) band is always smaller than thatfrom the Dirac band, i.e., j!(s)i (�)j > j!(A)(�)j = A�,therefore the penetration length of the con�nement stateis always longer than the penetration length of theantisymmetric state, �(s) > �(A). Moreover, whenthe interaction of electrons with the � layer is weak,(ajv � �j=2Bk0)2 � 1, one has �(s)�(A) = 2Bk0ajv��j � 1.Thus, the con�nement state induced by the FM � layerhas rather extended character along the growth axis ofDMH because of its small binding energy, so it canspread over a wide enough range (�(s) � l) to reach thesurface of the semi-in�nite TI host. In such the case,the surface helical electrons, subjected to the inuenceof the spin-splitting exchange �eld normal to the surfaceand proportional to the build-in magnetizationm(z), be-come massive with the gap �m � m(z = l). Remark-ably, the size e�ect produces negligibly small gapping �hcompared to the exchange (time-reversal breaking) gap�m � �h. Note, the antisymmetric state also becomesmassive but with larger gap �m(z = 0).Therein lies a feasible mechanism for \remote" con-trol (via the FM � layer that is separated from the sur-face by a TI spacer of �nite thickness l) of quantumspin transport on the clean surface holding the helicalelectrons. The essential advantage of this mechanismin proposed DMHs is that the breaking of time-reversalsymmetry and gapping of helical states on the surfaceare attained without direct contact with a FM insulat-ing/metallic coating, therefore the structure saves per-fectly conducting surface channel with high mobility.We hope our speculative �nding of the speci�c mag-netic proximity e�ect in DMHs will stimulate the open-ing of an entire new playground where characters oftopological materials can be experimentally studied.1. M. Z. Hasan and C. L. Kane, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 3045(2010).2. X.-L. Qi and S.-C. Zhang, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, 1057(2011).3. X.-L. Qi, T. L. Hughes, and S.-C. Zhang, Phys. Rev. B78, 195424 (2008).4. I. Garate and M. Franz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 146802(2010).5. R. Yu, W. Zhang, H.-J. Zhang et al., Science 329, 61(2010).3 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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